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This document and its related ‘key to use of colours’ comprise one part of my
presentation to the session on ‘Art Historiography in the Expanded Field’. As
such, this element is not stand-alone.
Cued by a version of the idea that this session – that art historiography’s
expanded field might be a space in which images do as much analytical and
interpretative work as words, perhaps informed by techniques taken from art
itself – this pdf shows the results of an experiment in method. Starting with
an interest in the under-regarded phenonemon of artists’ scrapbooks, this
experiment sought to find out what happened when the form of the object of
enquiry – the scrapbook – proposed the form in which it was reviewed. Here
‘scrapbook’ was defined as a text typically constructed using found, twodimensional material, when that might be used equally in whole or part –
fragments – and is stuck onto the pages of a blank book.
For practical reasons - i.e. the need to offer an unknown number of delegates
a text that they could peruse at their own pace, shuffling back and forth if
necessary, in the conference session, the scrapbook presented here is
realised as a digitial simulation of the paper-based form. This suggested
caution about the use of digital reproductions of artworks, which proposed
the use of embedded hyperlinks, taking the reader-viewer to a kind of
displaced scrap. In turn, this freed up space for the inclusion of the
schematic images, which trigger the need for the key, provided separately
for ease of reference. The document is best viewed in Preview, via the ‘Two
Pages’ setting under ‘View’.
The precise terms of the enquiry which framed this experiment will be
addressed in the in-person part of my presentation. Delegates will also be
invited to comment on the implications of this method in general terms, and
also as it enables - or otherwise - the more specifc questions that the
research is seeking to address as that relates to artists’ scrapbooks.

‘In the scrapbook, Höch echoed the popular fascination with numerous
depictions of people arranged in patterns.’
Maud Lavin Cut With the Kitchen Knife: the Weimar Photomontages of Hannah
Höch p. 86.

As much as ‘mass ornament’ appears frequently in Höch’s Album – at the level of
the content of her chosen images – could it also be applied to an aspect of the
scrapbook’s form: its media? For after all, these are remarkably consistent:
magazine images (often with their captions) in black and white, sepia, and duotone,
plus two coloured photographs. And where, if so, does that take the Album’s
significance for this enquiry into artists’ used of mixed form?

https://twitter.com/austinkleon/status/862386414939512833
from Hannah Höch Album 1933

‘As the critic Siegfried Kracauer recognized in the 1920s, the ongoing
rationalization of Weimar manufacturing was reflected by the entertainment
industry, in particular the widespread fascination with Tiller Girls and other groups
of female dancers who moved in long rows with exquisite precision. He defined
these spectacles as “mass ornament,” […] so popular that the proper name “Tiller”
(for John Tiller, the founding director of the group) was used to signify the whole
dance tendency as well as to connote Americanism and Taylorism (the
principle of dividing labour into small, repeatable tasks to save time).’ ibid. p. 84.

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/archive/items/tga-898-1-1/trevelyan-scrapbook

‘It was while reading Les Chants de Maldoror that French surrealist André Breton
discovered the singular phrase that became foundational to the surrealist doctrine of
objective chance: “as beautiful as the chance encounter of a sewing machine and an
umbrella on an operating table. [...] German surrealist Max Ernst would also refer to
Lautréamont’s sewing machine and umbrella to define the structure of the surrealist
painting as “a linking of two realities that by all appearances have nothing to link them,
in a setting that by all appearances does not fit them.”’
https://sites.dartmouth.edu/library/2014/08/01/surrealists-inspired-by-lautreamont-2/

Julian Trevelyan from Scrapbook 1931 - 9 pp. 42-43

Eduardo Paolozzi - page from a scrapbook 1950s

‘Paolozzi remembers visiting Roland Penrose’s house with the
surrealist and fashion journalist Toni del Renzio:

https://goo.gl/images/aNHELo

“Together we would visit Roland Penrose at Downshire Hill, Hampstead – a home overflowing with
bizarre books, African carvings, peculiar documents and strange indescribable objects reflecting
Penrose’s admiration for Breton and Ernst. The Surrealist literature there and at Zwemmer’s
bookshop pointed to the making of art using unconventional materials and images. To my eye it
was a happy return to my familiar Scottish street culture, to the cigarettes and film stars pasted in
scrapbooks during my childhood.”’
Ben Highmore ‘Itinerant Surrealism: British Surrealism either side of the Second World War’ in A
Companion to British Art: 1600 to the Present eds. D Arnold and D P Corbett (2013) pp. 254-255.

Gerhard Richter Atlas Newspaper photos Sheet 11 1963-1966

https://www.gerhard-richter.com/en/art/atlas/newspaper-photos-11591/?&p=1&sp=32

https://goo.gl/images/a8bv7V

‘Burroughs’s early entrance into the visual arts came through the “cut up” and “foldin” techniques clearly recognizable in Minutes to Go (1960). Friend and frequent
collaborator, artist Brion Gysin, discovered the technique when he lay together strips of
newspaper text that he had accidentally cut while trimming a matte. While the “cutup” has prototypes in the work of the Dadaists and surrealists, Burroughs and Gysin
extended its potential to generate complex nonlinear narratives, not merely individual

images. From this they produced a series of scrapbook experiments in which they
arranged texts and pictures. Green Scrapbook (1971-1973) constructed an elaborate
narrative out of the association of ideas produced by placing various images together.

William Burroughs and Brion Gysin Untitled scrapbook A 1964 - 70

Thomas L Cooksey in William Lawlor (ed.) Beat Culture: Lifestyles, Icons, and Impact
ABC CLIO (2005) p.276.

Eddie Squires Book No. 7 ca. 1968-1976
‘Numerous pages display comic strips and stickers related to astronauts and space
travel, ergonomic design, advertising for home furnishing and various products inspired
by the vogue for space travel, an album cover for CMU, book covers including titles by
Edgar Rice Burroughs, Arthur C. Clarke, Kenneth Bulmer (Tully Zetford), Isaac Asimov,
Ray Bradbury, and Jack Vance, cigarette cards of rockets and spaceships, pictures
of cars, planes and ships, official 8x10 photographs of astronauts from the Apollo 9
mission, the packaging for a Miniflex toy entitled “Space Safari”, domes in
Istanbul which resemble UFO shapes, colour charts, pictures of the lunar module [...]

https://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O46674/book-no-7-scrapbook-squires-eddie/
- scroll down
[...] a silver V&A poster by Sue Palmer for “A Century of Warner Fabrics
1870-1970”, the cover of a Dan Dare annual from 1963, Rothman’s cigarette
packaging displaying a photograph of the Concorde, a postcard of the Astroglide
slide at Scarborough, magazine articles about a solar powered house, an erotic
poster for “Granny takes a Trip”, a section of the Observer newspaper from 10th
October 1976 with Buzz Aldrin discussing his divorce and alcoholism
(“questioning the values of the society that built him for heroism”), a French comic strip
entitled “Chroniques d’Espace” and covers for two French comics entitled “Meteor”.’
‘Physical Description’ on V&A website - as above.

https://goo.gl/images/a2HsKr

‘The Romantic fragment is not an accidentally incomplete work, but instead a “work” that
intentionally ‘leaves completeness out, which contradicts the classical sense of work altogether.
The fragment’s ability to take apart contradictions, to shift the ground on which assumed
differences take effect, is based on this deeper formal play. The fragment “incompletes” itself in
this sense: it is the truth of the work as the impossibility of the work’s efficacy — it cannot serve as
an “organon” to produce a projected effect.’
Leif Weatherby (2017) ‘A Reconsideration of the Romantic Fragment’, The Germanic Review:
Literature, Culture, Theory, 92:4, 407-425 https://doi.org/10.1080/00168890.2017.1370953

Ray Yoshida, scrapbook page ?late 1960s

Jimmy de Sana Portraits 1975

http://www.anothermag.com/art-photography/gallery/3525/paperwork-a-brief-history-of-artists-scrapbooks/4

https://goo.gl/images/evG1TC
‘Appropriation entered the discourse of American art in the 1950s when artists of all media
sought to bridge art and life. Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns attempted to move
American art away from the formalist restrictions of abstract expressionism. In 1954,
Rauschenberg began making his Combines, which featured collage, photographs, paint,
clothes, found objects, and other mixed media on flat surfaces that reached out into the
gallery space.’

Richard Hawkins Curious Yellow 1995

https://goo.gl/images/Q5EqMB

Jean Michael-Wicker Novolino 2003-2005

http://hoolawhoop.blogspot.com/2016/02/mach-dich-hubsch.html

Isa Genzken's scrapbook
Mach dich hübsch!, 2015

‘The basic rule of the scrapbook is that it takes all kinds […] in contrast with

notebooks, however, scrapbooks are filled not by ideas but by things (or, as
William Carlos Williams would say, they possess “no ideas but in things”).’
Andrew Roth Paperwork: A Brief History of Artists’ Scrapbooks (PPP Editions: 2013)

